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Quantum and semiclassical theory of chemical reaction rates
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Transition state theory (TST) has provided the qualitative picture of chemi-
cal reaction rates for over sixty years. Recent theoretical developments,
however, have made it possible to calculate rate constants fully quantum
mechanically and efficiently, at least for small molecular systems ; vestiges of
TST can be seen both in the resulting Ñux correlation functions and in the
algorithmic structure of the methodology itself. One approach for dealing
with more complex molecular systems is the semiclassical (SC) initial value
representation (IVR), which is essentially a way of generalizing classical
molecular dynamics simulations to include quantum interference ; electronic
degrees of freedom in an electronically non-adiabatic process can also be
included on a dynamically equivalent basis. Application of the SC-IVR to
models of unimolecular isomerization and of electronically non-adiabatic
transitions, both coupled to an inÐnite bath of harmonic oscillators, gives
excellent agreement with (essentially exact) quantum path integral calcu-
lations for these systems over the entire range of coupling strength.

I Reaction rate theory : Retrospective and present directions
In mid-September of 1937 the 67th General Discussion1 of the Faraday Society was held
at the University of Manchester on the subject Reaction Kinetics, the purpose being “ . . .
to clarify certain aspects of the reaction velocity problemÏ. That clariÐcation was needed
is evidenced by the PresidentÏs opening remarks : “As to whether these methods are
fundamentally sound or unsound is a question the consideration of which belongs rather
to the domain of philosophy than to that of chemistry . . . Ï !

“These methodsÏ, of course, refers to the theory of reaction rates (4“velocities Ï) that
had evolved over the preceding Ðve years or so, variously called the transition state (TS)
method, activated complex theory, or the theory of absolute reaction rates, and now
usually referred to as “ transition state theory Ï (TST). The founding Trinity of TSTÈ
M. Polanyi, Eyring and WignerÈwere there, as were most of the other notables in the
Ðeld of kinetics. The excitement, even passion of the moment still comes through on
reading the discussion comments. One participant, for example, felt that “ . . . arguments
used by Evans and Polanyi . . . seem to us particularly dangerous, because their logical
signiÐcance is concealed by the method of presentation,Ï and of EyringÏs paper that “ . . . I
do not believe the treatment described can be of any use,Ï while another more experi-
mentally inclined participant felt the entire matter of dubious merit since “ . . . it would
take much longer to estimate the partition function of the cluster (if at all possible) than
to Ðnd new and enlightening experimental information on the mechanism of reactionÏ.

Eyring opened the Discussion with a paper2 on calculating potential energy surfaces
(PESs)Èjust as our Discussion beginsÈand their centrality was especially clear to
Wigner, who noted that “ . . . every calculation of reaction rates is bound to founder
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unless we have more detailed energy surfaces than are available at present . . . Ï. Some
participants were pessimistic on this issue, one noting that “Not even for the simplest
bimolecular process is it possible to calculate the interaction between two molecules
with an accuracy adequate to give even a useful approximation to the energy of
activationÏ, but Polanyi had a more philosophical attitude, “Personally I attach no
importance at the present stage to a precise numerical agreement between theory and
experiment . . . Ï, being content with the qualitative insight TST provided.

EyringÏs second paper,3 and one by Evans,4 dealt with the thermodynamic version of
TST and some applications, but the most perceptive paper was WignerÏs.5 His “ three
threes Ï (cf. Table 1) gave a clear outline of the whole subject. First were the three “steps Ï
in the theory of kinetics : (1) constructing the PESs, (2) calculating the rates of the ele-
mentary reactions, and (3) combining the many elementary reactions into a complex
reaction mechanism. Next were the three “groups Ï of elementary reactions : (1)
vibrationally/rotationally inelastic collisions, (2) reactive collisions on a single PES, and
(3) electronically non-adiabatic (4“diabatic Ï in PolanyiÏs6 terminology) reactions involv-
ing several PESs. And Ðnally were the three “assumptions Ï of TST [which he noted was
only applicable to reactions of type (2) above] : (1) no electronically non-adiabatic tran-
sitions, (2) validity of classical mechanics for the nuclear motion (with perhaps small
quantum corrections), and (3) the existence of a dividing surface, separating reactants
and products, that no classical trajectory passes through more than once. This overall
picture of reaction dynamics is still quite appropriate today.

Wigner then discussed the three assumptions of TST in some detail, particularly (2)
and (3). He noted that it is “ . . . much more difficult to apply the transition state method
in quantum theory than it is in classical theory . . . Ï and concluded that “All that appears
to be possible, in general, is to start out from the classical expression and develop the
quantum corrections into a power series in + . . . Ï. He noted that assumption (3) of no
re-crossing trajectories (i.e., a transmission coefficient i \ 1) “ . . . will lead, in general, to
too high values of the reaction rate . . . Ï (from which follows the variational aspect of
classical TST), though the assumption does in fact become exact at sufficiently low tem-
perature. “However at higher temperature i will decrease, . . . [and in general] it may be
quite difficult to Ðnd its accurate value.Ï

What has happened since 1937? First, with regard to WignerÏs “Ðrst step Ï in Table 1,
one is Ðnally beginning to have reliable PESs for a wide variety of molecular systems.
The increase in computational power7 (a factor of ca. 106) in only my ca. 30 year scienti-
Ðc lifetime has been staggering, and together with the methodological and algorithmic
advances8 over this same period (maybe a factor of 102), the pessimism of 1937 is

Table 1 WignerÏs “ three threes Ï of reaction kinetics

Three steps in theory of kinetics
(1) Determine potential energy surfaces
(2) Determine elementary reaction rates*
(3) Solve rate equations for complex reaction mechanism

*Three groups of elementary reactions
(1) Vibrationally/rotationally inelastic collisions
(2) Reactive collisions on a single PES**
(3) Electronically non-adiabatic reactive collisions

**Three assumptions of TST
(1) Electronic adiabaticity
(2) Validity of classical mechanics
(3) Existence of a dividing surface that trajectories do not re-cross
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abating. One is even beginning to think of being able routinely to evaluate the PES “on
the ÑyÏ during a classical trajectory or quantum dynamics calculation. This will Ðnally
eliminate the dreadful task of having to Ðt some complicated algebraic function to a
small number of ab initio electronic structure calculations in order to obtain a global
PES.

Another major change since 1937 is that one can now study the dynamics of chemi-
cal reactions at a much greater level of detail than just via their thermal rate constant.
Beginning in the late 1950s, molecular beam (and later a host of laser-based) methods9
made it possible to determine the dependence of reaction cross-sections on collision
energy, scattering angle, and initial/Ðnal quantum states of reactants/products, and most
recently ultrafast laser technology has made it possible to study chemical reactions in
real time10 by various pumpÈprobe schemes. These experimental advances in turn
stimulated an explosion of theoretical development,11 starting in the early 1960s and
continuing to the present, as one tries to develop new models and theoretical methods to
describe these new experimental phenomena. Indeed some of the most signiÐcant
advances in reactive scattering theory have taken place in only the last decade.12 Several
contributions to this Discussion are excellent examples of the state-of-the-art in state-to-
state reactive scattering calculations for small molecular systems. Reactive scattering
methodology has also been adapted to the scattering of small molecules from solid
surfaces, and this area is also well represented at this meeting.

Finally, the original goal of theoretical reaction kineticsÈthe determination of the
thermal rate constant, which is the average of the reactive cross-section over energy,
scattering angle, and initial/Ðnal quantum statesÈhad a re-birth of interest and focus in
the 1970s that has continued to the present. This is due in part to practical
considerationsÈa realistic modeling of combustion and of atmospheric phenomena
requires rate constants for thousands of elementary gas-phase reactionsÈand also due
to the intellectual challenge, i.e., is it possible even in principle to obtain the thermal rate
constant, absolutely correctly, without Ðrst calculating the state-to-state reactive cross-
sections explicitly and then averaging them appropriately? Also, for reactions in
complex environments (e.g., solution) it is still often the case that only the rate constant
(or some other highly averaged quantity) is of relevance.

A paper by Pechukas and McLa†erty13 was particularly inÑuential in this revival of
interest in TST. Though dealing only with classical TST, they emphasized the Wignerian
dynamical perspective (i.e., no re-crossing trajectories) that had essentially been buried
by the enormous number of applications using EyringÏs thermodynamic picture. The
thermodynamic picture does of course lead to useful phenomenology (entropy of activa-
tion, etc.), but it masks the dynamical understanding of TST that is necessary to extend
and generalize the theory. In particular, this re-focus on the dynamical perspective of
TST stimulated the search14,15 for a rigorous quantum version of TST, i.e., a way to
implement the assumption of no re-crossing dynamics quantum mechanically, without
incorporating any further approximations (such as assuming separability of a reaction
coordinate from the other degrees of freedom of the molecular system). The rationale
was that since the TST assumption (of no re-crossing dynamics) is accurate at low
energy, which is the most important region for determining thermal rate constants, but
at low energies tunneling and other quantum e†ects become more important, a quantum
theory built on the TST assumption would be quite accurate for thermal rate constants
(at least those with a simple activation barrier).

Nature turned out to be not quite so simple. Though some very interesting and
useful approaches have emerged from this quest for a quantum TST (QTST)Èe.g., the
instanton model15b (a periodic orbit in pure imaginary time that describes tunneling
through the TS region of the PES), a semiclassical TST involving the conserved classical
action variables at the TS,15f path integral centroid approaches,16,17 and a variety of
other semiclassical models for including the e†ects of reaction path curvature on TS
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tunneling probabilities18h20Èthe conclusion of it all is that there is no uniquely well
deÐned quantum version of TST in the sense that there is in classical mechanics. This is
because tunneling along the reaction coordinate necessarily requires one to solve the
(quantum) dynamics for some Ðnite region about the TS dividing surface, and if one
does this fully quantum mechanically there is no “theory Ï left, i.e., one has a full dimen-
sional quantum dynamics treatment which is ipso facto exact, a quantum simulation.

The frustrated quest for a rigorous QTST was not for naught, however, for the
theoretical formulation it engendered has led in recent years to a very useful procedure
for calculating rate constants “directlyÏ, i.e., without having to solve the state-to-state
reactive scattering problem explicitly, but also “correctlyÏ, i.e., without any inherent
dynamical approximations. This approach is summarized brieÑy in the next section,
with some illustratory examples presented in Section III. A more comprehensive review
of this work has recently been published elsewhere.21

Though this “direct Ï and “correct Ï approach is a signiÐcant step in reaction rate
theory, it can at present be applied without approximation only for relatively small
molecular systems. It is of course possibleÈand often quite usefulÈto divide a complex
molecular system of many degrees of freedom into a few that are most central to the
reaction and treat them by rigorous quantum methods, with the remaining degrees of
freedom treated approximately. Particularly useful in this regard are the “reduced
dimensionality Ï models that Bowman and co-workers22 have described and applied, the
time-dependent self-consistent Ðeld approximation23 that Gerber and others have used
extensively, and the multi-conÐguration time-dependent Hartree (MC-TDH)
methodology24 that Manthe et al. have applied to this problem. The many semiclassical
approximations18h20 for making tunneling corrections to TST can also be thought of as
approximate versions of this strategy, as can the many kinds of “mixed quantum-
classical Ï approaches25 that treat the (many) less important degrees of freedom by clas-
sical mechanics.

Another approach for dealing with more complex molecular systems is to use the
semiclassical (SC) initial value representation (IVR)26h30 to evaluate the rigorous
quantum rate expressions. This has the advantage that all degrees of freedomÈeven the
electronic degrees of freedom in electronically non-adiabatic processes31h32Èare treated
equivalently. The goal here is to generalize classical molecular dynamics (MD) simula-
tion methods to include quantum interference and tunneling e†ects. Section IV describes
this approach and some of its applications that have been carried out to date. Since
classical trajectory simulations can be performed for truly complex molecular systemsÈ
e.g., reactions in solution, clusters, biomolecular environments, or on surfacesÈthese
SC-IVR approaches have the potential of extending rigorous quantum rate theory into
such areas.

II Rigorous quantum rate theory
I have reviewed this topic in several places21,33 and thus give only a brief synopsis here.
Assuming that the reactants are in Boltzmann equilibrium (and the validity of non-
relativistic quantum mechanics), one can show15a that the proper average of the state-to-
state reactive scattering cross-section over energy, scattering angle, and initial/Ðnal
quantum states gives the following relatively simple trace expression for the rate con-
stant of a bimolecular reaction

k(T ) \ lim
t?=

Cfs(t) (1)

where the Ñux-side correlation function isCfs
Cfs(t)\ Qr(T )~1 tr [e~bHvFŒ PŒ (t)] (2)
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Here is the Hamiltonian operator of the molecular system, the Ñux operator withHŒ FŒ
respect to a dividing surface that separates reactants and products, the projectorPŒ (t)
onto all states that are in the product region at time t, and is theb \ (kB T )~1 ; Qr(T )
reactant partition function per unit volume. If s(q) \ 0 is the equation which deÐnes the
dividing surfaceÈs(q)[ 0 being the product region and s(q) \ 0 the reactant regionÈ
then the projection operator can be expressed as34PŒ (t)

PŒ (t) \ eiHv t@Š h[s(q)]e~iHv t@Š (3)

where h(s) is the standard Heaviside function,

h(s) \
G1 ,
0 ,

s [ 0
s \ 0

(4)

This makes the classical limit of eqn. (2) transparent : a classical phase space average
replaces the trace, giving

CfsCL(t)\ Qr(T )~1(2n+)~F
P

dp0
P

dq0 e~bH(p0, q0) F(p0 , q0)h[s(q
t
)] (5)

where is the F-dimensional coordinate at time t that has evolved fromq
t
4 q

t
(p0 , q0)initial conditions (p0 , q0).Sometimes it is useful to di†erentiate eqn. (2) and then integrate the result to obtain

the rate,34

k(T ) \
P
0

=
dt C

f
(t) (6a)

where

Cf(t)\
d
dt

Cfs(t)\ Qr(T )~1 tr [e~bHv FŒ eiHv t@Š FŒ e~iHv t@Š] (6b)

the fact having been used that

d
dt

eiHv t@Š h(s)e~iHv t@Š\ eiHv t@Š FŒ e~iHv t@Š (7)

is a ÑuxÈÑux autocorrelation function ; whether one expresses the rate as the longCf(t)time limit of or as the time integral of is a matter of convenience. It has alsoCfs(t), Cf(t),been noted34 that the rate constant (though not the correlation functions) is unchanged
if one makes the following modiÐcation to the above expressions,

e~bHv FŒ ] e~jHv FŒ e~(b~j)Hv (8)

for any value of j between 0 and b. In most applications we have made the choice
j \ b/2, initially so that the Boltzmann operator could be combined with the time evol-
ution operators and have just one (complex time) propagator, i.e.,

Cf(t)\ Qr(T )~1 tr [FŒ eiHv tC*@Š FŒ e~iHv tC@Š] (9)

where [This was particularly useful in trying to compute by analytict
C
\ t[ i+b/2. Cf(t)continuation methods ;35,36 i.e., one computes

Cf([iq)4 Q
r
(T )~1 tr [FŒ e~(b@2~q@Š)Hv FŒ e~(b@2`q@Š)Hv ] (10)

for a range of real q values in the interval [+b/2 \ q \ +b/2, and then analytically
continues to the complex value q\ it to obtain Much earlier Yama-Cf([iq) Cf(t).]moto,37 using Kubo linear response theory, expressed the rate as the time integral of a
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ÑuxÈÑux autocorrelation function that corresponds to averaging eqn. (8) over j. Though
the rate constant is formally the same as that given by eqn. (9), this is less useful in
practice because the resulting correlation function is singular at t \ 0.

Rather than computing these time correlation functions, in some applications it is
useful rather to compute the cumulative reaction probability15b,34,38 (CRP) N(E) as a
function of total energy E, in terms of which the thermal rate constant is given by

k(T )\ [2n+ Qr(T )]~1
P
~=

=
dE e~bE N(E) (11)

Furthermore, in some applications the microcanonical rate constant k(E) is the object of
interest (typically for unimolecular reactions), and it is given in terms of the CRP,

k(E)\ [2n+ or(E)]~1 N(E) (12)

where is the reactant density of states per unit energy. The “direct Ï and “correct Ïor(E)
expression for N(E) that corresponds to the above time correlation functions is34

N(E)\ 12(2n+)2 tr [FŒ d(E[ HŒ )FŒ d(E[ HŒ )] (13)

where is the microcanonical density operator that can be represented in termsd(E[ HŒ )
of the outgoing wave GreenÏs function

d(E[ HŒ )\ [1
n

Im GŒ (`)(E) (14a)

GŒ (`)(E) \ (E] ie [ HŒ )~1 (14b)

or in terms of the time evolution operator,

d(E[ HŒ )\ (2n+)~1
P
~=

=
dt eiEt@Š e~iHv t@Š (15)

Note that eqn. (12) looks superÐcially like the RRKM expression for the microcanonical
rate constant, with the CRP replacing the “ integral density of states of the activated
complex Ï of the RRKM (4microcanonical TST) approximation.

Though some of these formally exact expressions for the rate constant have been
known for many years, it was less than ten years ago that practical ways began to be
developed for evaluating them. The work of my research group in this regard is reviewed
elsewhere,21,33 and I also want to note especially the important contributions of Light
and co-workers39 and Manthe and co-workers40 in developing the methodology for
these calculations. Applications have been made to a number of reactions, all in their full
dimensionality : H ] H2] H2] H,38b,39a D ] H2] HD ] H,39a H] D2] HD
] D,39a O ] HD] OD] H,OH] D,41 Cl] H2] HCl] H,42 F ] H2] HF ] H,43
O ] HCl] OH] Cl,44 H ] O2 ] OH] O,45 H2] OH] H2O ] H,39d,40c,46 D2] OH] HOD] D,40c and The methodology is nowH2] CN] HCN] H.40b,39e
sufficiently well developed that it should be applicable to essentially any small molecular
system.

To close this summary of formal rate expressions, I note another that has not yet
found practical use but has interesting possibilities. The derivation (omitted here) is a
rather straight-forward route from eqn. (9) : the canonical and microcanonical rate con-
stants can be expressed in terms of the following correlation function

C(t)\ lim
t{?=

tr [FŒ eiHv (t{`t@2)Š h(s)e~iHv (t{~t@2)@Š] (16)
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which is a function neither of E nor T . The CRP is the Fourier transform of this corre-
lation function,

N(E) \
P
~=

=
dt e~iEt@Š C(t) (17)

and the thermal constant given by its analytic continuation to the imaginary value
t \ i+b,

k(T ) \ Qr(T )~1C(i+b) (18)

Calculation of this one correlation function would thus allow one to obtain N(E) and
k(T ) for all (or at least some range of) values of E and T , respectively. It remains to be
seen if this will lead to practically useful approaches.

III Some examples
In the classical limit, if the TST assumption of no re-crossing trajectories is correctÈi.e.,
a direct reactionÈit is not hard to show that the classical ÑuxÈÑux autocorrelation
function is proportional to a Dirac delta function at t \ 0, i.e.,

Cf(t) \ 2 d(t)
kB T

h
Qt(T )
Qr(T )

(19)

Since dt this integrates [cf. eqn. (6a)] to give the TST rate constant, and it/0= d(t)\ 12 ,
also shows that one needs to evaluate only for very short (in fact, inÐnitesimal)Cf(t)times in order to be able to integrate it to obtain the rate constant.

Quantum mechanics is not quite so simple, even for a direct reaction. This can be
seen explicitly for the case of a one dimensional reaction coordinate separable from the
other (F[ 1) degrees of freedom; if the reaction coordinate is treated as a free particle,
eqn. (19) is modiÐed as follows34

2 d(t) ]

A+b
2
B2

C
t2]

A+b
2
B2D3@2 (20)

The right hand side of eqn. (20) also integrates to unity, so that the TST rate expression
is maintained (though with quantum partition functions), but here it is necessary to
integrate from 0 to a time of at least ca. +b in order to obtain the quantum rateCf(t)constant. This is still a short time (+b B 27 fs at T \ 300 K), but not zero. One sees this
same qualitative behaviour in the quantum correlation function for direct reactions of
real molecular systemsÈfor which all the degrees of freedom are coupledÈi.e., fallsCf(t)e†ectively to zero in a time of ca. +b. This is the ultimate source of the efficiency and
usefulness of this “direct Ï and “correct Ï way of computing rate constants : it is necessary
to generate the full quantum dynamics of the coupled system, but only for short time. It
is during this time from 0 to +b that all the tunneling, corner-cutting, etc., phenomena
take place.

Fig. 1 shows the Ñux correlation function for a prototypical direct reaction,42 Cl
The lower temperature (300 K) in Fig. 1(a) shows the classic behav-] H2] HCl] H.

iour for a direct reaction, but at the higher temperature (T \ 1500 K, +b B 5 fs) in Fig.
1(b) one sees a small negative region of at longer time ; this is the manifestation ofCf(t)re-crossing dynamics, i.e., a breakdown of the no re-crossing trajectory TST picture that
Wigner noted would arise at high temperature/energy. Fig. 2 shows for aCf(t)
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Fig. 1 FluxÈÑux autocorrelation function for the reaction (in 3D, J \ 0) forCl] H2] HCl ] H
(a) T \ 300 K and (b) T \ 1500 K

Fig. 2 FluxÈÑux autocorrelation function for the O ] HCl] OH] Cl reaction, for T \ 300 K
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Fig. 3 FluxÈÑux autocorrelation functions for the reaction at T \ 1200 KOH] O ] H] O2

heavy] light-heavy reaction,44 O ] HCl] OH] Cl, for which it is well known that
re-crossing dynamics is common.

Fig. 3 shows for the reaction45b which involves the forma-Cf(t) O] OH] O2] H,
tion and decay of a long lived collision complex. The peak in at t \ 0 is barelyCf(t)discernible in the Ðgure since +b B 7 fs \ 0.007 ps at T \ 1200 K, and the negative lobe
of re-crossing Ñux extends to ca. 0.5 ps. The area under the negative lobe is about 70%
of that under the positive peak, so that the transmission coefficient in TST language is
ca. 0.3. This example illustrates the fact that complex-forming reactions are more diffi-
cult to treat without approximation, since one must follow the quantum dynamics for
long enough time for the quantum wavepackets to “decide Ï whether they will be pro-
ducts or reactants (analogous to the situation in a classical trajectory calculation). Other
aspects of these examples, and others, are discussed more fully elsewhere.21

Even with this very brief discussion of the nature of Ñux correlation functions and
their applications, one sees how vestiges of TST emerge in these rigorous calculations.
This is also evident in the algorithmic details of the methodology.38 Thus the TST
picture survives as an important tool for understanding the qualitative behaviour of Ñux
correlation functions even when they are computed by rigorous quantum simulation
methods.

IV Semiclassical approximations for complex systems
a The semiclassical initial value representation

The rigorous quantum approaches summarized in the previous section are at present
only feasible, without introducing approximations, for small molecular systems. For
more complex systems most approximations involve dividing the overall molecular
system into two parts and treating the (small) most relevant part rigorously and the
remainder approximately, as discussed in the Introduction. Here I describe another
approach, one which treats all degrees of freedom equivalently ; it is based on using the
semiclassical (SC) initial value representation (IVR)26h30 to evaluate the quantum rate
expressions of the previous section. The SC-IVR is a classical trajectory-based theory
that had its origins in the early 1970s but which has recently had a re-birth of interest as
a way of building quantum interference and tunneling e†ects into classical molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. The primary di†erence in the recent IVR approaches from
the original version is that they are now implemented in the cartesian coordinate (or
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coherent state) representation, rather than in action-angle variables, and this is more
general, better behaved numerically, and also more accurate.

The coordinate space IVR for the time evolution operator involves a phase space
average over initial conditions for classical trajectories :

e~iHv t@Š\
P

dp
0

P
dq0C

t
(p0 , q0)eiSt(p0, q0)@Š o q

t
TSq0 o (21a)

where is the coordinate at time t that evolves from these initial conditions,q
t
4 q

t
(p0 , q0)and is the classical action integral (the time integral of the Lagrangian) along theS

ttrajectory. The pre-exponential factor involves the Jacobian relating the coordinates at
time t to the initial momenta,

C
t
(p0 , q0)\

CK Lq
t
(p0 , q0)
Lp0

KN
(2ni+)F

D1@2
(21b)

The states Mo qTN in eqn. (21a) are the usual Dirac coordinate eigenstates. The momen-
tum space IVR is similar to eqn. (21) but di†erent. Herman and Kluk (HK)29 introduced
a hybrid IVR that e†ectively interpolates between the coordinate and momentum ver-
sions using coherent states (minimum uncertainty wavepackets). The HK expression for
the propagator is the same as eqn. (21a) with the Dirac states replaced by coherent
states,

o q0T ] o p0 , q0T
o q

t
T ] o p

t
, q

t
T (22a)

whose coordinate space wavefunction is

Sq@ o p, qT \
Ac
p

BF@4
exp
C
[c

2
o q@[ q o2] ip É (q@[ q)/+

D
(22b)

and with a modiÐed pre-exponential factor

C
t
HK(p0 , q0)\ (2p+)~F

C
det

1
2
ALq

t
Lq0

] Lp
t

Lp0
] i

+c
Lp

t
Lq0

] +c
i

Lq
t

Lp0

BD1@2
(22c)

If the coherent state parameter c] O, the coordinate space IVR, eqn. (21), is recovered,
and c] 0 gives the momentum space IVR.

Since eqn. (21) and (22) provide a way to evaluate the time evolution operator, an SC
approximation can be immediately written down for any formal quantum expression
involving it. A number of applications27h30,47h51 have shown the SC-IVR to be capable
of providing an accurate description of quantum e†ects in a variety of molecular pheno-
mena. Our present interest is to use it to obtain an SC approximation for the correlation
function of eqn. (2)È(4) ; with the SC-IVR of eqn. (21) for the propagators thisCfs(t)becomes

Cfs(t)\ Qr(T )~1
P

dq0
P

dp0
P

dp0@ h[s(q0)]Sq
t
oFŒ (b) o q

t
@TC

t
(p0 , q0)Ct

(p0@ , q0)*

] ei*St(p0, q0)~St(p0{, q0)+@Š (23)

where and and is the Boltzmannized Ñux operatorq
t
\ q

t
(p0 , q0) q

t
@\ q

t
(p0@ , q0), FŒ (b)

FŒ (b) \ e~bHv @2 FŒ e~bHv @2 (24)

Here there is a double phase space average (the initial coordinates for the two trajec-
tories are the same because h[s(q)] is a local operator) in contrast to the single phase
space average of the classical expression, eqn. (5). More troublesome, however, is the
oscillatory character of the integrand in eqn. (23) which arises from the interference
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between the two trajectories and makes the phase space integrals considerably more
difficult to carry out than in the classical case. Applications to date have used various
Ðltering methods27a,52h54 to dampen the oscillatory character and make Monte Carlo
calculations feasible for simple systems, but a more general solution to this problem is a
matter of intense research activity.

b The linearization approximation

In lieu of carrying out the full SC-IVR evaluation in eqn. (23) we have considered a
rather drastic approximation that leads to a much simpliÐed approach and, rather sur-
prisingly (at least to me), has been seen to give very good results for some non-trivial
applications. The idea is to expand the integrand of eqn. (23) to Ðrst order in the di†er-
ence between and which linearizes the di†erence in the actions,55h58p0 p0@ ,

S
t
(p0 , q0)[ S

t
(p0@ , q0) B

LS
t
(p0 , q0)
Lp0

É (p0[ p0@ ) (25)

with Carrying out this approximation leads (after some manipulation)p0\ 12(p0] p0@ ).to the following very simple result59,60

Cfs(t)\ Qr(T )~1
P

dp0
P

dq0FWb (p0 , q0)h[s(q
t
)] (26a)

where is the Wigner transform61 of the operatorFWb FŒ (b),

FWb (p0 , q0)\ (2p+)~F
P

dq e~ip0 Õ q@ŠSq0] q/2 oFŒ (b) o q0 [ q/2T (26b)

Eqn. (26a) is seen to be e†ectively the same as the classical expression [eqn. (5)] with the
Wigner transform of replacing the classical Boltzmann-Ñux function ; one thus com-FŒ (b)
putes classical trajectoriesÈto see if is 1 or 0, i.e., on the product or reactant sideh[s(q

t
)]

of the dividing surface at time tÈsimply with a modiÐed distribution of initial condi-
tions.

This linearized SC-IVR (LSC-IVR) has been applied59 to a popular model for chemi-
cal reactions in a condensed phase environment, namely a double well potential coupled
to an inÐnite bath of harmonic oscillators, for which the Hamiltonian is

H(p
s
, s, P, Q)\ p

s
2

2m
] V0(s) ] ;

j

P
j
2

2m
j
] 1

2
m

j
u

j
2
A
Q

j
[ c

j
s

m
j
u

j
2
B2

(27a)

The mass m is that of an H atom, the barrier height of the double well potential isV0(s)ca. 6 kcal mol~1 (typical of H atom transfer reactions), and the spectral density of the
harmonic bath is of the usual Ohmic form with an exponential cut-o†,

J(u) 4
p
2

;
j

c
j
2

m
j
u

j
d(u[ u

j
) (27b)

\gu e~u@uC (27c)

the same model for which Topaler and Makri62 have carried out (numerically exact)
Feynman path integral calculations.

Fig. 4 shows the rate constant (at T \ 300 K) as a function of the coupling strength
g, and one sees that the results of the LSC-IVR approximation are in essentially quanti-
tative agreement with the accurate quantum values over the entire range. More insight
into the dynamics is revealed by examining the correlation function itself to seeCfs(t)how the t ] O limitÈthe rate constantÈis approached. Fig. 5(a) shows for a caseCfs(t)of strong coupling (large g), and it is seen to behave just as for the direct reaction in Fig.
1 [remember that reaching its “plateauÏ value in a time of ca.Cfs(t)\ /0t dt@Cf(t@)],
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Fig. 4 Rate constant for isomerization in a double well potential coupled to a harmonic bath ; cf.
eqn. (27). The quantity shown is the rate k(T ) relative to the classical TST rate, i.e., the transmis-
sion coefficient for T \ 300 K, as a function of the coupling strength to the bath.i 4 k(T )/kCLTST ,
The solid line is the result of the linearized SC-IVR approximation described in Section IVb, and

the solid points the accurate quantum path integral calculations of Topaler and Makri, ref. 62.

+b \ 27 fs ; i.e., this is a case of TST-like dynamics : trajectories leave the region of the
dividing surface and do not re-cross it because they rapidly lose energy to the bath and
are trapped in one of the potential wells. In contrast, for a weak coupling (small g) case
shown in Fig. 5(b), still reaches its TST plateau value in a time of ca. 27 fs, but nowCfs(t)coupling to the bath is too weak to prevent re-crossings, which cause to decrease,Cfs(t)then increase, etc. ; one can identify an average of about three re-crossings before it
reaches its Ðnal value (which gives the rate constant). The “ transmission coefficient Ï in
this caseÈthe ratio seen to be about 1/2.Cfs(O)/CfsTSTÈis

c Electronically non-adiabatic dynamics

It is also possible to treat electronically non-adiabatic processes via the SC-IVR by using
the MeyerÈMiller (MM) approach63 to model the electronic degrees of freedom. In the
Cartesian representation this gives the following classical Hamiltonian for the nuclear
(P, Q) and “electronic Ï (p, x) degrees of freedom,31,32

H(P, Q, p, x)\ P2
2k

] ;
i/i

N 1
2

(p
i
2] x

i
2[ 1)H

ii
(Q) ] ;

i:j/1

N
(p

i
p
j
] x

i
x
j
)H

ij
(Q) (28)

where is an N ] N diabatic electronic PES provided, for example, by ab initioMH
ij
(Q)N

electronic structure calculations. (There is also an adiabatic electronic representation of
similar form.63,31) A number of applications were made some years ago64 using this
Hamiltonian to carry out quasiclassical trajectory calculations (sampling initial condi-
tions via action-angle variables, histograming Ðnal action variables, etc.), treating elec-
tronic and nuclear degrees of freedom equivalently, but it is clear that one can
“up-grade Ï the treatment to the SC level by using the IVR. (MM also discussed the
semiclassical implementation of the model.) If one up-grades the description to the
quantum levelÈi.e., takes eqn. (28) to be a Hamiltonian operator and solves the Schro� d-
inger equation with itÈthen one has an exact treatment of the nuclear-electronic
dynamics.
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Fig. 5 FluxÈside correlation function corresponding to the rate constants of Fig. 4. TheCfs(t)quantity shown is so that the t ] O limit is i of Fig. 4. (a) Strong couplingi(t)4 Cfs(t)/kCLTST ,
(b) weak coupling(g/mub\ 2.8), (g/mub \ 0.2).

Application of the SC-IVR to the MM Hamiltonian [eqn. (28)] has been made31 to
the suite of two-state one (nuclear) dimensional scattering problems used by Tully65 for
testing surface-hopping approximations for non-adiabatic dynamics, and yielded very
good agreement with the correct quantum results for these examples. Stock and Thoss32
also applied it to the two-state problem coupled to a harmonic oscillator, also with
excellent results. Perhaps more impressive is recent work66 applying the linearized
(LSC-IVR) version of the SC-IVR (described in Section IVb above) to the popular spin-
boson problem.67 This is a two-electronic state model often used to describe radi-
ationless transitions, electron transfer, etc., in large polyatomic molecules or to model
the e†ect of condensed phase environments. The two diabatic PESs are inÐnite dimen-
sional harmonic oscillators with shifted equilibrium positions, and the o†-diagonal PES
is constant ; eqn. (28) becomes

H(P, Q, p, x)\;
j

A P
j
2

2m
j
] 1

2
m

j
u

j
2Q

j
2
B

] 1
2

(p12] x12 [ p22[ x22) ;
j

c
j
Q

j

] *(p1p2] x1x2) (29)
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where is constant. The spectral density of the harmonic bath is the same asD4 H12(Q)
in eqn. (27) above.

Fig. 6 shows the population relaxation from electronic state 1 [with the bath initially
in a Boltzmann distribution on PES as a function of time,H11(Q)]

D(t)4 P1H1(T )[ P2H1(T )\ Q1(T )~1 tr [e~bHv 11 o 1TS1 o eiHv t@Špü
z

e~iHv t@Š] (30a)

where

Q1(T ) \ tr [o 1TS1 o e~bHv 11] (30b)

and

pü
z
\ o 1TS1 o[ o 2TS2 o (30c)

One sees excellent agreement with (numerically exact) Feynmann path integral calcu-
lations by Makarov and Makri68 for both large electronic coupling [Fig. 6(a)], which

Fig. 6 Electronic population decay [D(t) of eqn. (30)] for the two-state system coupled to a har-
monic bath (spin-boson system) ; cf. eqn. (29) of Section IVc. The solid line is the result of the
linearized SC-IVR approximation, and the points the path integral calculations by Makarov and
Makri, ref. 68. (a) Large electronic coupling, bD\ 5, leading to oscillatory behaviour, (b) small

electronic coupling, bD\ 0.1, leading to monotonic decay.
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leads to oscillatory (coherent) structure in the decay, and also weak coupling [Fig. 6(b)]
that has little coherent structure. Fig. 7 shows the spinÈspin correlation function (which
is closely related to the “sideÈside Ï correlation function34 for a continuous potential),

C(t)\ Q(T )~1 tr [e~bHvpü
z

eiHv t@Špü
z

e~iHv t@Š] (31a)

where here Q(T ) is the total partition function

C(t) \ tr [e~bHv ] (31b)

Again there is excellent agreement with Feynmann path integral calculations (here by
Mak and Chandler69) for both the coherent and incoherent regimes.

The simple linearized version of the SC-IVR thus captures essentially all of the
dynamical features in the “condensed phase Ï processes here and in Section IVb above.
This is surprising, since the real time dynamics in this approximation is essentially that
of classical mechanics, the only true quantum aspects of it being the Wigner transform
of the Boltzmannized Ñux operator. This produces the correct quantum dynamics

Fig. 7 Spin correlation function, C(t) of eqn. (31), for the spin-boson system of Section IVc. The
solid line is the result of the linearized SC-IVR approximation, and the points the path integral
calculations by Mak and Chandler, ref. 69. (a) Weak coupling to the bath (the coherent regime),

(b) strong coupling to the bath (the incoherent regime).
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(within the SC-IVR description) for times of order +bÈwhich is sufficient to describe
quantum e†ects in TST-like dynamicsÈbut the longer time dynamics is basically that of
classical mechanics. Other applications59b have indeed shown this, namely that the
longer time dynamics given by the LSC-IVR, even the coherent features seen in Fig. 5È7,
are identical to that of classical mechanics. A full SC-IVR treatment,59b without the
linearization approximation, is able to describe true quantum e†ects in the longer time
dynamics, but these calculations are considerably more di†erent.

d Forward–backward IVR

Though the above results using the linearized approximation to the SC-IVR are very
impressive and encouraging, one would like to be able to implement the SC-IVR
without having to make this approximation. Otherwise one will never know whether
quantum e†ects are important for t ? +b or not. Therefore I conclude this section with a
suggestion for how to simplify the SC-IVR calculation of time correlation functions,

CAB(t) \ tr [AŒ eiHv t@ŠBŒ e~iHv t@Š] (32)

which are typically the objects of interest in a complex dynamical system. As noted
above, since there are two time evolution operators involved in eqn. (32), straightfor-
ward use of the SC-IVR [eqn. (31) or (32)] for each propagator leads to a double phase
space integral, which is not only twice the dimensionality of the corresponding classical
expression but also has an oscillatory integrand because of the interference between the
two trajectories. The basic idea for simplifying matters is to combine the two time evolu-
tion operators into one IVR.70,71

To do this, suppose Ðrst that operator in eqn. (32) is a multiplicative operator ofBŒ
the form

BŒ \ eiÕ(q)@Š (33)

where /(q) is a sufficiently smooth function of q. The operator UŒ ,

UŒ 4 eiHv t@Š eiÕ(q)@Š e~iHv t@Š (34a)

is unitary and can be thought of as the time evolution operator for a time increment
0 ] t and then t ] 0 with the time-dependent Hamiltonian

HŒ (t@) \ HŒ [ d(t@[ t)/(q) (34b)

Since the general SC expression for a time evolution operator has the same form also for
a time-dependent potential energy function, the SC-IVR for operator is given by eqn.UŒ
(21) or (22) above, with the trajectories (and action integral) computed from the Hamil-
tonian of eqn. (34b). It is not hard to show that these trajectories are as follows : starting
with initial condition at time 0, one integrates to time t with the molecular(p0 , q0)Hamiltonian H(p, q), yielding coordinates and momenta at this point one makes(p

t
, q

t
) ;

the following change in the momentum,

p
t
] p

t
]
AL/(q)

Lq
B
q/qt

(34c)

and then integrates from time t back to 0, yielding the Ðnal values andq0@ (p0 , q0) p0@ (p0 ,
The action integral along this trajectory isq0).

S0(p0 , q0)\
P
0

t
dt@(p É q5 [ H) ] /(q

t
) ]
P
t

0
dt@(p É q5 [ H) (34d)
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so that eqn. (21) then gives

UŒ \
P

dp0
P

dq0C0(p0 , q0) eiS0(p0, q0)@Šo q0@ TSq0 o (35a)

with

C0(p0 , q0) \
CK Lq0@ (p0 , q0)

Lp0

KN
(2pi+)F

D1@2
(35b)

The HK-IVR indicated by eqn. (22) is obtained similarly.
With the SC-IVR for operator [eqn. (35)], the expression for the correlation func-UŒ

tion of eqn. (32) thus becomes

CAB(t)\
P

dp0
P

dq0C0(p0 , q0) eiS0(p0, q0)@ŠSq0 oAŒ o q0@ T (36)

which involves only a single phase space integral. Furthermore, since the action integral
[eqn. (34d)] is for a forward and backward time incrementÈthough with a momen-S0tum jump [eqn. (34c)] in the middleÈone expects the integrand to be much less oscil-

latory than the double phase space integral. For the same reason, the pre-exponential
factor should also be better behaved (i.e., closer to unity).

For the Ñux-side correlation function of interest, however, the operator inCfs(t) BŒ
eqn. (32) is not of the form of eqn. (33), but rather corresponds to By usingBŒ \ h[s(q)].
the Fourier transform of the Heaviside function, though, it can be written as a one-
dimensional integral over operators of this form,

h[s(q)]\
P
~=

=
dp

s
[2pi(p

s
[ ie)]~1 eipss(q)@Š (37)

where e is a small positive constant. (In practice one can set e 4 0 since other factors in
the integrand are zero when Thus the forwardÈbackward SC-IVR for isp

s
\ 0.) Cfs(t)given by

Cfs(t)\ Qr(T )~1
P
~=

=
dp

s
(2pip

s
)~1
P

dp0
P

dq0C0(p0 , q0) eiS0(p0, q0)@ŠSq0 oFŒ (b) o q0@ T

(38a)

where the “momentum jumpÏ of eqn. (34c) at time t is

p
t
] p

t
] p

s

ALs(q)
Lq
B
q/qt

(38b)

and the action isS0
S0(p0 , q0)\

P
0

t
dt@(p É q5 [ H) ] p

s
s(q

t
) ]
P
t

0
dt@(p É q5 [ H) (38c)

Eqn. (38) expresses as a single phase space integral over initial conditions plusCfs(t)a one-dimensional integral (over the “momentum jumpÏ and the oscillatory characterp
s
),

of the integrand is expected to be much less than for the double phase space integral.
This is therefore only slightly more involved than the corresponding classical expression
and probably about as simple and efficient as one can hope for. Preliminary applications
indicate that these optimistic features are indeed borne out.71

Finally, one can use this forwardÈbackward idea also to simplify applications other
than time correlation functions. The SC eigenvalues for a molecular system, for example,
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are typically determined by computing a matrix element of the microcanonical density
operator with respect to some reference wavefunction o sT,

I(E)4 Ss o d(E[ H) o sT \ ;
k

o Ss ot
k
T o2 d(E[ E

k
) (39a)

where and are the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. Using the Fourier repre-Mot
k
TN ME

k
N

sentation of the delta function gives the following expression for I(E),

I(E)\ Re
p+
P
0

=
dt eiEt@ŠSs o e~iHv t@Š o sT (39b)

and the SC-IVR is used for the matrix element of the propagator,

Ss o e~iHv t@Š o sT \
P

dp0
P

dq0C
t
(p0 , q0) eiSt(p0, q0)@Šs(q

t
)*s(q0) (39c)

(or the HK version). This expression involves only one time evolution operator, and
thus only a single phase space integral, but it can nevertheless be difficult to evaluate
because of the oscillatory character of the integrand. This can be reduced by taking
o s [ to be the eigenfunction of some reference Hamiltonian that approximates asHŒ 0 HŒ
closely as possible. Then, since one hasHŒ 0 o sT \E0 o sT,

o sT \ e~iE0t@Š eiHv 0t@Š o sT (40)

so that eqn. (39b) can be written as

I(E)\Re
p+
P
0

=
dt ei(E~E0t@ŠSs o eiHv 0t@Š e~iHv t@Š o sT (41a)

One now applies the SC-IVR to the operator UŒ

UŒ 4 eiHv 0t@Š e~iHv t@Š (41b)

which corresponds to the time evolution operator for the time increment 0 ] t with
Hamiltonian and then t ] 0 with Hamiltonian The SC-IVR for operator isHŒ , HŒ 0 . UŒ
therefore of standard form,

UŒ \
P

dp0
P

dq0C0(p0 , q0) eiS0(p0, q0)@Š o q0@ TSq0 o (41c)

so that

Ss o eiHv 0t@Š e~iHv t@Š o sT 4 Ss oUŒ o sT \
P

dp0
P

dq0C0(p0 , q0) eiS0(p0, q0)@Šs(q0@ )*s(q0)

(41d)

where and the action integral result from the trajectory that starts with initial(p0@ , q0@ ) S0conditions and is integrated to time t with Hamiltonian H, and thenÈwith(p0 , q0) (q
t
,

continuousÈis integrated back to time 0 with Hamiltonian Application of eqn.p
t
) H0 .

(41) to the vibrationalÈrotational eigenvalues of earlier72 via eqn. (39)È(HCl)2Ètreated
shows that using the forwardÈbackward IVR with a reference Hamiltonian doesH0indeed make the calculation better behaved.73

V Concluding remarks
As has often been noted, science makes progress by each generation standing on the
shoulders of its predecessors, and nothing could more accurately describe the subject of
this Faraday Discussion. Transition state theory provided the essential qualitative
picture for understanding thermal reaction rates, and long after more rigorous quantum
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methods will have eliminated the need for the speciÐc approximations it entails, the
insight it a†ords will survive.

Yet, the present paradigm of chemical reaction theory is simulation, engendered by
the computer revolution. One now fully appreciates that understanding and computing/
simulation go hand in hand : understanding a particular process theoretically allows one
to carry out calculations to model it quantitatively, and simulation of a complex process
often leads to understanding in terms of simple pictures and models. The papers present-
ed at this Discussion are an excellent example of this interaction between computing and
understanding.

For the simplest chemical reactionsÈgas phase reactions of small molecular
systemsÈthe theoretical methodology is essentially in hand to permit rigorous quantum
calculations for any quantity of interest, from the thermal rate constant to the most
detailed state-speciÐc quantity. Yet even here there is a rich variety of dynamical pheno-
mena that continue to surprise us, it seems, with each new system that is studied. At the
opposite end of the spectrum, it is not even possible to carry out classical simulations for
the most complex biomolecular processes, and in between there are many complex pro-
cesses that can be treated classically but for which quantum e†ects are signiÐcant and
must be included approximately. This range from the simple to the complex is well
represented at this Discussion. It is also interesting to see the extent to which the rigor-
ous methodology presently applicable to simple systems is working its way upwards to
address more complex reactions. It would be interesting, though unlikely at least for me,
to be present at a Faraday Discussion on this topic sixty years hence to see what direc-
tions it had takenÈand whether (or not) the participants would be musing over any of
the comments during this Discussion.
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Basic Energy Sciences, Chemical Sciences Division of the U.S. Department of Energy
under contract No. DE-AC03-76SF00098, by the Laboratory Directed Research and
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